Abstract. Let K<= R d be a convex body and choose points x l ,x 2 x n randomly, independently, and uniformly from K. Then K n = conv {x, ,...,*"} is a random polytope that approximates K (as n -»<x>) with high probability. Answering a question of Rolf Schneider we determine, up to first order precision, the expectation of vol K -vol K n when K is a smooth convex body. Moreover, this result is extended to quermassintegrals (instead of volume). §1. Introduction and the theorems. Assume K<= R d is a convex body (a convex compact set with nonempty interior) and let x,,..., x n be points chosen randomly, independently, and uniformly from K. Set X n = {x,,..., x n } and call K n = convX n a random polytope. In this paper we determine E(K,n), the expectation of vol(X\X n ) for smooth convex bodies up to first order precision when n tends to infinity.
§1. Introduction and the theorems. Assume K<= R d is a convex body (a convex compact set with nonempty interior) and let x,,..., x n be points chosen randomly, independently, and uniformly from K. Set X n = {x,,..., x n } and call K n = convX n a random polytope. In this paper we determine E(K,n), the expectation of vol(X\X n ) for smooth convex bodies up to first order precision when n tends to infinity.
The asymptotic behaviour of E(K, n) has been known for different classes of convex bodies. Renyi and Sulanke [8 and 9] proved that for a polygon where c o (d) is an explicit constant. This can be improved using a recent result of Affentranger [1] to /ld)Hd) (1.2) (for d~»7> only, for d = 2 one has (1.1)). This improvement is implicit in [1] and, in fact, if the computations there are carried out to second order precision then one obtains (1.2). The asymptotic behaviour of E(P, n) was determined by van Wei [14] and also by Affentranger and Wieacker [2] 
This has been known for d =2 and also for d = 3 [13] . The idea behind the proof of the theorem is that K is very close to an ellipsoid E near z € dK and so K n is close to E m , the random polytope in E with m points for some suitable m. The main difficulty in the proof is to show that K n near zedK does not depend on the x,'s far from z. This means that the shape of K n near z is "independent" of the shape of K far from z-a fact that has been successfully applied to determine E(P, n) where P is a polytope (see [4] ).
The same idea works when one wants to determine, up to first order precision, the expectation of the difference between the quermassintegrals of K and K n . Denote by
see [5] or [10] for a definition. This includes and generalizes the cases of volume, surface area, and mean width that are constant multiples of Wo, Wi and W d _,. We introduce the notation 
This has been known for i = d-\, i.e., for the mean width [12] . The case i = 0 is Theorem 1 and the proof will be very similar so I will give only a sketch.
Let fi(P) denote the number of i-dimensional faces of the polytope P<= R d . It is clear (at least for the author) that there will be a similar theorem for the expectation of fi(K n ) and that this theorem will have the following form
for some constant b(d, i) provided K satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 (cf. [3] ). (1.5) is known to be true for i = d-l [13] and i = d-2 since fd-2 = \df d -\ for a simplicial d-polytope, and for i = 0 it follows from Theorem 1 and from an identity due to Efron [7] saying As K n is a simplicial polytope with probability one the numbers Efj(K n ) satisfy the Dehn-Sommerville equations. This shows that conjecture ( where z e dK and a is the outer unit normal to K at z. Here z, a, t all depend on x but we will usually not denote this dependence. 
with the notation of (2.1). Also, write B(y, r) for the ball with centre y and radius r. Then, for t =£ A 
The region K n(x-K) is centrally symmetric with respect to x. Moreover, if x is close to dK then Kn(x-K) is close to (H'nK)u(x-(H'nK)) with t and H' coming from (2.1) and (2.2). More precisely, for xeK and We will often use the following inequality (see [6] or [3] for a proof)
Here Prob (x& K n ) is meant with x fixed and K n , the random polytope in K varying. §3. Proof of Theorem 1. We assume d 5*3 (for d = 2 see [8] or (1.1)) and also that vol K = l. The proof is split into several steps.
Step 1. The theorem is true for the ball rB d .
which is correct according to (1.2).
Step 2. There is a constant c, such that with
where the integration is taken over all x e K with f = dist (x, dK) =s f,.
/Voo/ Clearly £(X, «) = J K Prob (xi£ K n )dx. According to (2.6) f3=f, implies M(X) ^ 3((log n)/n) with f, = c,((log «)/n) 2/(d+1) . Then Proof. According to (3.1)
Step 2, applied to K = B(z) and n = m and (3.3) give
E(B(z),m) =

J I Prob (x£B(z) m )dt dz+Oim' 1 ).
The expression in the brackets does not depend on z so we get from the two representations of E(B(z), m) that, with the particular choice z = z,
Then From now on I will drop z from the notation if there is no ambiguity. So
where c 2 will be fixed later and will be much larger than c,. Recall notation (2.2),
H' = {ye R d : (y-(z-at)).
Write D = B(z-(r + A)a, r + A) and
Then, by (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) we get
provided A is small enough (i.e., n is large enough). Set p = L««d(r + A) d J. We mention at once that
This follows from (3. Prob (x£D p )dx Next I show that K n n H A is essentially independent of the x,'s not lying
Step 4. If dist (x,3K)«(,, then |Prob {xi conv (X n n K A )) -Prob (x£ conv XJ| = O{n~x), (3.8) where X n = {x,,..., x n } is the random n-set from K. We need the following lemma (see [4] for a similar statement with a similar, if more involved, application). We write ray (x,y) = {x + ry: T> 0}.
LEMMA. Ifx,x 1 ,. ..,x n are in general position and x e K A n conv X n but xi conv (X n n K A ), then there is an x t e X n \K A with ray (x, x,) n conv (X n \(K ( u {x,})) = 0. But cone X n = cone (X n nK A ) + cone (X n \X r ) so cone (X n \K') must contain an extreme ray, defined by some x,r 6 X n \K' which is not in cone (X n n K A ). Then x, £X n n K A as well and the ray does not meet conv (X n \(X'n{x,})) as required. Now with a =vol K' we get Prob (ray (x, y) n conv (X n _,\X') = 0)
Now we apply Step 4 with K = D and n = p to get Step 5. There are numbers k, = [c 3 log n\ and k 2 = [c 4 log n ] with ^ < k 2 such that the contribution of the terms with k< fcj and fc> k 2 in both (3.10) and (3.11) is less than O(n~l).
Step 6. For k = ki,k l + l,...,k 2
Step 7 
Finally, we prove (3.7)
Integrating this on [0, /,] with f, = c,((log n)/n) 2/(d+1) we get (3.7). §4. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2. Recall first [5, 10] that
is the (unique) rotation-invariant measure on G normalized suitably, and proj F :
Step 1 follows as before using (1.3). Also, Step 2 goes the same way because Prob (xgproj F (K n )) is very small when x is far from the boundary of proj F (X).
Write f = dist (x,<9proj F (K)), x = z-dt with zedproj F (.K) and a the outer unit normal to proj F (K) at z. Clearly z = proj F z for a unique ze.dK where a = a is the outer normal to K at z.
So we get from Step 2 and (4.1) with f,=£ c,((log n)/n) The rest of the proof is the same.
